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Welcome

The conference organising team Claire Edwards, Sandra Drabant, Leslie Brown, Louise Leotta, Jane
O’Sullivan, Claire Gould, Jayshree Selvaraj and ANZATA committee representative Jo Kelly, have pleasure
in presenting the 22nd ANZATA conference on Saturday 12 November and Sunday 13 November. The
venues are in Brisbane’s Woolloongabba at the Hotel Diana, and next door at the Mater Hospital in
Annerley Rd, Woolloongabba. The theme of this year’s conference relates to the arts therapy response to
the devastating effects of the floods in Brisbane, the Victorian bushfires and the Christchurch earthquakes.
Many of the workshops and presentations on offer reflect this work, presented by experienced arts
therapists across a range of arts therapy modalities, practices and theory.
There will be a choice of three master classes on Friday 11 November, one of them will be offered by our
international guest and keynote speaker, David Reid Johnson PhD, RDT-BCT. The Traditional Welcome
to Country will be undertaken by Songwoman Maroochy, Songwoman and Law-woman of the Turrbal
people – the Traditional Owners and the registered native title claimant of Brisbane. As conference
delegates we show our respect and acknowledge the traditional Custodians of the land on which the
ANZATA conference takes place. The Welcome to Country will begin the day on Saturday at 8.30am
in Aventines at Hotel Diana. The ANZATA AGM will take place on Sunday morning at 9am in the Des
O’Callaghan Lecture Theatre at the Mater and members are warmly encouraged to attend as there are
many important matters to discuss.
A conference Art and Poster Exhibition will be on show at the Mater Hospital for the duration of the
conference. There is a nearby Vietnamese restaurant and delegates are welcome to join us for dinner on
the Saturday evening.
We warmly welcome presenters and visitors from interstate, New Zealand, Singapore and the USA who
will join us for this exciting event.

Conference Organisers

Claire Edwards

Leslie Brown

Jo Kelly

Sandra Drabant

Jayshree Selvaraj

As President of the ANZATA and on behalf of ANZATA Committee, I am delighted
to invite arts therapists, psychologists, psychotherapists, counsellors, social workers,
medical practitioners, teachers and education workers, and others who share our
interest in the use the creative arts to address trauma and disaster relief, to join us for
this exciting conference. We wish to extend our gratitude to the Mater Hospital for
the use of their facilities and their support of this event. We are extremely grateful
to the organising committee, who have planned and organised this inspiring
programme of presentations, workshops and masterclasses. We are very privileged to
have the internationally renowned David Read Johnson give our keynote address and
offer a masterclass.

Amanda Levey, ANZATA President

Amanda Levey,
President of ANZATA
and a keen fan of
Brisbane and its
wildlife!
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Additional Info
Location
The conference is being held at Hotel Diana and the Mater Hospital directly across Annerley Rd.
It is well situated just south of Brisbane CBD, just a half hour walk from the CBD. It is snuggled next
to the cultural centre of South Bank and a short drive from the plethora of cafes in vibrant West End.

Getting There
The Brisbane Airport is located 20 minutes north east of the CBD. The Airtrain travelling from the
Airport to South Bank Train Station takes 35 minutes and operates 7 days a week from 5am – 8pm.
If you are arriving or departing outside Airtrain operating hours you will need to use alternative
transport. Please check Airtrain website for timetable and fare information. There are taxi ranks at
both the International and Domestic terminals. The Airport is approximately 20km drive from the
conference location.

Getting Around
Brisbane’s public transport system is user friendly and an efficient way of getting around the city.
The Translink website (http://jp.translink.com.au) contains information on train, City Cat and bus
timetables and fares, and has a helpful journey planner. The conference location is within walking
distance of trains and buses. The closest railway station is South Bank (10-15 mins walk). There is
also a City Cat stop at South Bank. There are buses that go from the Brisbane Transit Centre to the
Mater Hospital.
South Bank Train Station, Grey St, South Brisbane
Mater Hill Busway, Stanley Street near Raymond Street

Ideas on Accommodation
The area surrounding the conference location contains accommodation options to suit a variety of
budgets. The areas of South Brisbane, South Bank, West End and CBD (near Roma St and Central
Stations) have convenient and affordable accommodation. It is recommended that you book early.
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While you are here
If you have a day or so either side of the conference Brisbane has lots on offer. Southbank riverside
parklands has a variety of leisure options including markets, barbeque and entertainment areas,
walking, running and cycling tracks and the famous Streets Beach. You can also enjoy the
restaurants, shops, museums and galleries Gallery of Modern Art (GoMA) and Queensland Art Gallery
in South Bank are just a hop skip and a jump from the conference location. In November GoMA will
be showing The Hand, The Eye & The Heart along with other exhibitions, you can check out what’s
on through the respective websites. The area of South Bank is well worth a visit.
For the early birds West End hosts Davies Park Market every Saturday 6am – 2pm serving yummy
breakfast and lunch, selling fresh produce and locally made wares. West End is one of the older
suburbs of Brisbane, the central area is a cute place to visit and well serviced by buses. If you stroll
around Boundary Street and surrounds, you will find plenty of tasty bites and cute shop fronts.

Other activities and sites of interest include
• Riding the City Cat along the river;

• The Powerhouse, an arts and cultural hub located in the suburb of New Farm;
• Lone Pine Koala Sanctuary, Jesmond Road, Fig Tree Pocket;
• Day trips to Moreton Island, or Stradbroke Island.

A peek at Arts Therapy in Brisbane
• Milpera School
• Mater Hospital
• Mater Child and Youth Mental Health
• Mater respite Service
• Silky Oaks
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Masterclasses

Friday 11 November 2011

1. Developmental transformations:

Embodied encounters in the playspace
David Read Johnson
Hotel Diana, 9.30 to 4.30
This workshop is for drama therapists and creative arts therapists interested in learning about and
immersing themselves in DvT theory, methods, and applications. DvT utilises the improvisational
playspace as the therapeutic container within which both clients and therapist embody,
encounter, and transform their experiences toward a fuller sense of presence and tolerance. We
will explore the dynamics of the playspace, and increasing your playability, tolerance for greater
proximity in the therapeutic encounter, and decreasing your fear over instability and uncertainty.

Developmental Transformations
Developmental Transformations is one of the major dramatherapy methods used in the U.S.
Developed largely with severely disturbed populations such as traumatised children and adults,
demented elderly, and people diagnosed with schizophrenia, it has since been applied with
higher functioning people as well, both in individual and group therapy contexts. It emphasises
the free play of embodied improvisation to identify and then deconstruct over-storied Selves
and Lives and Issues that clients bring with them to therapy. Through playful, oftentimes
humorous, interventions, the DvT therapist stretches and surprises the client in intimate and
mutual dramatic play. DvT places the privileged position of the Therapist into the playspace as
a playobject for the client to deal with as they wish. Thus the therapist is trained to tolerate and
forgive themselves for their faults and countertransferences. The aim of the therapeutic enterprise
is to reduce the client’s fear over the instability of Being; that is, the inevitable turbulence of our
mind, our body, and our encounter with those we love.
David Read Johnson
David Read Johnson, Ph.D., RDT-BCT is Director, Institutes
for the Arts in Psychotherapy, New York City; Co-Director,
Post Traumatic Stress Center, New Haven, Connecticut;
Former President of the National Association for Drama
Therapy; Former Editor-in-Chief, International Journall of
the Arts in Psychotherapy. He is Associate Clinical Professor,
Department of Psychiatry, Yale University School of
Medicine. He has authored numerous articles and chapters,
and the books: Essays in the Creative Arts Therapies:
Imaging the Birth of a Profession (Thomas, 1999); Current
Approaches in Drama Therapy, Second Edition (with
Renee Emunah) (Thomas, 2009), Trauma-Centered Group
Psychotherapy with Women (with Hadar Lubin) (Haworth,
2008), and the upcoming Assessment in Drama Therapy
(with Stephen Snow and Susana Pendzik) (Thomas, 2011).
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Masterclasses

Friday 11 November 2011

2. Art therapy approaches to trauma healing
Cornelia Elbrecht
Hotel Diana, 9.30 to 4.30
While long term trauma and stress affect individuals psychologically, especially when poor
attachment also plays a role, the cause of trauma at its core is always something that has
happened to our body; it thus needs to be addressed from the therapeutic perspective as a
physiological event. Art Therapy can do this in a number of very effective, non-verbal ways;
if necessary even without engaging in the story of ‘what happened’, without stimulating the
terror of memory and risking re-traumatisation.
Morning:
• Understanding trauma from the physiological perspective
• Some theoretical concepts about attachment and mirror neurons
• Different trauma client groups
• The importance of stabilisation
• Art therapy exercises to build resources and facilitate stabilisation.
Afternoon:
• Understanding the concept of safe Trauma Exploration through Dual Awareness and
Mindfulness
• Art Therapy drawing exercises that facilitate Pendulation and Discharge

Cornelia Elbrecht
Cornelia Elbrecht is a registered art therapist (AThR) with 35 years
of experience. She has published several books and articles. Her
most recent book: Trauma Healing at the Clay Field, is focussed on
a unique sensori-motor approach to trauma resolution.
She is director of Claerwen Retreat, School for Initiatic Therapy,
works in private practice in Melbourne and teaches Initiatic Art
Therapy nationally and internationally.
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Masterclasses

Friday 11 November 2011

3. Creative Behaviour: Combining Art Therapy and
Acceptance and Commitment Therapy

Claire Edwards
Hotel Diana, 9.30 to 4.30
‘Be present, open up and do what matters!’
In this one day masterclass workshop, Claire will introduce some of the basic concepts of
Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT)- a relatively new and user-friendly variant of
Cognitive Behaviour Therapy, which incorporates Mindfulness.
Claire will explain how ACT and Art Therapy, which are both experientially based, can enable
clients and therapists to expand their emotional awareness, understand cognitive defusion,
develop values identification and undertake ‘committed action’, through creative, self-reflective
and mindful activities.
Claire will introduce a number of creative strategies for exploring ACT via art therapy. This will
include the use of textile art, blogging, writing and reading stories and poetry, guided imagery
and music. She will also discuss clinical examples.
No prior knowledge of ACT or Art Therapy will be assumed - all welcome.

Claire Edwards
Claire gained a BA (hons) in English and Art History at the
University of Essex (1980) before she qualified as an art
therapist at Goldsmiths College, University of London (1984).
Claire has a research Masters (Hons) in Art Therapy from
UWS (2005). She has extensive experience working in child
and adult mental health, alcohol and drug rehabilitation, and
child safety, as well as in private practice, supervision and
facilitating training workshops. Claire is the Field Coordinator
of the Master of Mental Health (Art Therapy) at UQ, and she
also works part time as an art therapist at Silky Oaks Children’s
Haven in Brisbane’s Bayside area, with children and young
people who have experienced trauma.
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Day One

Saturday 12 November 2011

Aventines
Hotel Diana

Arcadia 1
Hotel Diana

Arcadia 2
Hotel Diana

Kevin Cronin
Mater

Conference Rm 1
Mater

Conference Rm 2
Mater

Natural
Therapies

Courtyard
Mater

Key

8.30 to 9.00

Welcome to Country

Modalities

Session A

Keynote

DT – Drama Therapy

9.00 to 10.30

David Read Johnson

DMT – Dance/Movement Therapy

DT

MM – Multi-modal

AT – Art Therapy

10.30 to 11.00

Session B
11.00 to 12.30

1. Creating safe

places at safe
shelters: The
application of AT
in refugee camps
after the outbreak
of xenophobic
violence in South
Africa

2. A chance to

try again: The
art therapist as a
bridge
Lody Levy
AT/paper/case study

3. The use of

therapeutic
ceremonies in
the treatment of
women with PTSD
Dr Hadar Lubin
DT/MM/paper/demo

4. Striving for

balance: Medical
art therapy,
community
palliative care
Yvonne Sherring
& Susan Begg
AT/paper/workshop

Michelle Atlas

12.30 to 1.30
1.30 to 4.00

Session C2
1.30 to 3.00

8.

Interventions
in the school art
therapy encounter
Jo Kelly

9.

Me, myself
and I:
Strengthening
the professional
identities of arts
therapists
Toril Pursell and
Megan Booth
Art Therapy paper/
workshop

Annetta
Luspinner

and running
a therapeutic
creative arts group
for children who
have experienced
trauma through
family violence

Aventines
[ground floor], Hotel Diana

7. An artist’s

response to infant
death: Long
term journey and
creative challenge

Arcadia 1
[ground floor], Hotel Diana
Arcadia 2
[ground floor], Hotel Diana

Sharon Kelly

Kevin Cronin
ground floor, Whitty Building (WB)

AT, paper

Sally Goldstraw
and Stephanie Lai

Conference Room 1
second floor, Potter Building (PB)

AT paper/workshop

Conference Room 2
second floor, Potter Building (PB)

Susan Begg
AT/paper/workshop

11. Tragedy,

12. The Resiliency

Ronald Lay

Maggie Wilson
and Farah
Suleman

trauma and
transformation: AT
and self-care
AT/paper/workshop

Mental Health
Week Project 2010

AT/photography/
workshop

13.

Sensorimotor
aspects of art
therapy to
facilitate trauma
Cornelia Elbrecht
AT/workshop/
drawing

14. Clay therapy for
transforming trauma
and empowering
clients who prefer
non-verbal mediums
of expression

Kids in Mind Research Unit
Courtyard
second floor, Potter Building, or in
corridor between Whitty and Potter.
Des O’Callaghan
Kelly Building (KB)

Patricia Sherwood
AT/clay/workshop

Hotel Diana
The Mater
HD

16.

a
az
Pl
ss
k
ce + ar
rP
Ca

Journalling with
junior secondary
students with
challenging
behaviours

to the Victorian
2009 fires: AT with
children, child care
staff, private clients
and a workshop
for women

in

15. Book 4 boys:

10. In response

Natural Therapies
ground floor, Aubigny Place, near the
library, (AUB)

Pr

3.00 to 4.30

beneath our feet:
Reflections of
volunteering in
Lyttelton with
survivors of the
2011 earthquake

6. Designing

Lunch

AT/paper/research

Session C3

5. The ground

AT/paper

AT/paper & DVD

Session C1

Venues

Morning Tea

Symbols
of hope for
Christchurch:
Response to
devastation

Tabitha Ford

Marion GordonFlower

AT/paper/clinical

AT/paper/workshop
Parking
There is street parking and parking
available at Hotel Diana in the Princess
Plaza.
Hotel Diana

5.00 onwards

The Mater
HD

7.00 onwards

a
az
Pl
ss
k
ce + ar
in
rP
Pr
Ca

Exhibition opening and

1. Creating safe places at safe shelters: The application of
AT in refugee camps after the outbreak of xenophobic
violence in South Africa

Michelle Atlas
Aventines, Hotel Diana, Saturday 11am-12.30pm
In September 2007 I moved to Johannesburg, South
Africa to volunteer with Lefika La Phodiso – the Art
Therapy Centre. This presentation aims to follow
the journey of one particular project I managed
with Lefika. The project transformed from an art
therapy intervention, to an exhibition and education
program and into a documentary. Our team
explored the diversity of our roles as art therapists to
educators to advocates.
In May 2008 a wave of xenophobic violence
washed through informal settlements surrounding
Johannesburg. Thousands of people were displaced
and forced to seek shelter in local community
centres. Lefika responded by providing counselling
and debriefing to residents at one of the established
refugee camps. As the camps closed down and no
evidence of the violence remained, we curated the
exhibition ‘Safe Spaces at Safe Shelters’. Set up in
the heart of Johannesburg, Safe Spaces advocated
for the rights of, and informed the public of, the
traumatic stories of those displaced by xenophobia.
The exhibition included a re-integration program
for learners and students living within areas affected

Art Therapy/paper & DVD

by the violence. The education program provided a
creative space within which to explore opinions and
perceptions of refugees and foreign nationals.
The documentary, ‘Safe Spaces’ follows our Lefika
team into the camps, the exhibition and through the
education program.

Michelle Atlas
Michelle Atlas is a Master of Art Therapy graduate
from LaTrobe University, Melbourne, Australia.
Having embraced a passion for the cohesion of art
therapy and community development, Michelle has
lived in a rural Nepalese community for 10 months
and worked in Johannesburg, South Africa for 3 years
facilitating grass roots art therapy programs and
encouraging the creative application of therapeutic
tools with people living in under-resourced
communities. Michelle is currently Team Leading
the Bright Futures – Children’s Specialistic Support
Service for the North West region of Melbourne.
Bright Futures provides therapeutic support and
enhanced case management for children affected by
homelessness and family violence.

2. A chance to try again: The art therapist as a bridge
Lody Levy
Arcadia 1, Hotel Diana, Saturday 11am-12.30pm

Art Therapy/paper/case study

This presentation will describe the development of
an Art therapeutic relationship between a severely
traumatised child in care who had experienced
significant early emotional deprivation and abuse
and his Art Therapist over the duration of a year.

It is through the therapeutic relationship that it
becomes possible for the client to experience himself
in a different way and for the therapist to become
a significant transitional attachment figure (‘the
bridge’) for the client.

Severe emotional deprivation significantly affects
our ability to relate to others in a healthy way and
often makes life difficult for those who have been
traumatised and their family/carers. Therapy aims to
help the individual to feel better about themselves
and to make sense of their trauma but most
importantly it provides an opportunity to learn how
to trust and to begin to build healthy relationships.

Art Therapy provides a unique therapeutic
environment for this transition and the presentation
will highlight how Art Therapy is able to do this.
The complexity of working with transference with
severely traumatised clients will be discussed and
issues around working with trauma and intimacy will
be explored.
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Lody Levy
Lody trained in the United Kingdom in Art Therapy,
Psychology and Mental Health Social Work over 25
years ago. She has worked as an Art Therapist with
a wide range of clients including children, teenagers
and adults who have experienced trauma and
abuse. Lody has experience of working in a variety
of settings including mental health hospitals, trauma
centres and in the community.

Lody completed an Advanced Masters Degree in
Clinical Art Therapy in 2006 at the University of
London before moving to live in Australia. She
currently works in Private Practice as a Counsellor
and Art Therapist and is a supervisor on the Masters
Program in Mental Health. She also provides Art
Therapy supervision to clinicians. Lody runs Art
Therapy Staff Team Building events and has done so
for 20 years.

3. The use of therapeutic ceremonies in the treatment of
women with PTSD

Dr Hadar Lubin
Arcadia 2, Hotel Diana, Saturday 11am-12.30pm Drama Therapy/multi-modal/paper/demo
Therapeutic ceremonies that utilise creative
expressions of participants, such as visual art, poetry,
music, or dramatic enactments, have been used for
many years in aiding the recovery of traumatised
individuals. Therapeutic ceremonies provide a
means for the individual to symbolise their personal
transformation from a victim into a survivor, and
from a person cut off from their community to one
re-embraced by family and society. In this workshop,
Dr. Lubin will present her work with traumatised
women who participated in a specialised 16 week
treatment program that culminates in a therapeutic
ceremony with their families and members of the

community. The design, process, and outcome of
these ceremonies will be described, and a sample
ceremony will be demonstrated.

Dr Hadar Lubin
Hadar Lubin, MD is Co-Director of the Post
Traumatic Stress Center, New Haven, CT; Assistant
Clinical Professor, Department of Psychiatry, Yale
University School of Medicine; and co-author,
Trauma-Centered Group Psychotherapy for Women
(Haworth, 2009). She is an expert in posttraumatic
stress, particularly for women, group therapy, and
the use of therapeutic ceremonies in healing.

4. Striving for balance: Medical art therapy, community
palliative care

Yvonne Sherring & Susan Begg
Kevin Cronin, Mater, Saturday 11.00am-12.30pm
People facing terminal illness require a range of
care options. Interdisciplinary health care teams
striving to provide balanced, holistic health care
are including ‘Medical’ Art Therapy as part of their
Palliative caring at home, utilising Art Therapy’s
established methods and use of ‘concretisation’.
This presentation of the “Striving for Balance”
Poster, shares the work of two specialist Palliative
Care, ‘Medical’ Art Therapists working with people
at home during terminal care and working with
bereaved families.

Art Therapy/paper/workshop

Yvonne Sherring
Yvonne is a fine artist and art therapist employed
for the past decade in the Palliative Care sector to
develop and provide ‘Medical’ Art Therapy services
to people in their homes. Prior to working in the
health sector Yvonne worked in local government
youth and family services, then operated a small
business that included contracting to a range of arts
and human services providers (in the sexual assault
support, young women’s juvenile justice, youth at
risk and youth employment services, and a number
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of galleries providing community arts, education
and mental health programs). As a passionate aside,
Yvonne continues her 12 year involvement as one
of a handful of Australian artists selected to paint
in support of the Sydney based charity ‘Jeans for
Genes’, annual Gala Celebrity Art Auction.

Susan Begg
Susan has worked for many years within different
community settings. Initially she trained as a primary
school teacher, she then completed a Bachelor
of Fine Art and taught in secondary schools and
neighbourhood Living and Learning Centres.

Teaching provided an income which professional
painting and drawing could not. Susan established
an Open Studio program in an Adult Training
Support Program offering person centred art
programs to adults with intellectual disability. During
this time she enrolled at La Trobe University in the
Master of Art Therapy course. She graduated in
2007 and is currently working part time as a Clinical
Medical Art Therapist with Eastern Palliative Care
and in private practice. Susan continues her fine art
practice encouraging emerging artists to reflect on
their art making process.

5. The ground beneath our feet: Reflections of volunteering in

Lyttelton with survivors of the 2011 earthquake
Annetta Luspinner
Conference Rm 1, Mater, Saturday 11.00am-12.30pm
I am travelling to New Zealand in early September
in order to volunteer to work with the Lyttelton
survivors through the CHART ANZATA group,
which I joined on Facebook earlier this year. I have
been trying to get there for the last few months,
but building integrity issues, coordination and
organisational delays, as well as accommodation
scarcity have meant delays. In the end, the
coordinator and I decided that I will go over later in
the year, as part of an ongoing response.
I propose to discuss the spectrum of this
volunteering process – from the delays and rapid
shifts in ideas which are an integral part of largescale trauma recovery, to the planning and waiting

Art Therapy/paper

(both through my eyes, and as reflected in the
Facebook group’s content/posts), to my actual
experiences on the ground (my stay in New Zealand
will only be about two weeks, as I am also working
on my PhD through UWS).

Annetta Luspinner
Art psychotherapist in private practice on the NSW
Central Coast. Commenced PhD art therapy studies
with the University of Western Sydney in 2011.
Specialises in injury and trauma recovery, grief and
loss, personal growth and development. Fibre and
mosaic artist, happy to reassure her new-to-arttherapy clients that “I can’t draw, either.” Big Sir
Terry Pratchett fan.

6. Designing and running a therapeutic creative arts group for

children who have experienced trauma through family violence
Sally Goldstraw & Stephanie Lai
Conference Rm 2, Mater, Saturday 11am-12.30pm
Women’s Health West is a feminist organisation
that responds to family violence. As part of their
children’s counselling service they offer an 8 week
therapeutic creative arts group for children.
This group has been designed to address some of
the major issues of working with children who have
experienced trauma. The group explores issues
such as emotional regulation, attachment between
children and carers, shame and grief.

Art Therapy paper/workshop

This workshop will look at the principals behind
working in a group with children who have
experienced trauma and violence. It will explore the
specific benefits of group work for children such as
developing peer relationships and exploring issues
such as shame. In addition ways of using groups to
develop attachment between carers and children will
be discussed.
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The role of art in these groups will be addressed as
well as the reasons for choosing particular mediums
in the course of the group. The voice of the children
will be apparent in this presentation as well as
examples of their artwork and their views on what
has been helpful for them. There will be time for
your questions during the presentation.

Sally Goldstraw & Stephanie Lai
Sally is an experienced group worker. She has
designed art therapy groups for women who have
experienced Post Natal Depression and has run
many groups for children utilising art to discuss
difficult issues such as death, grief and mental
health. She has recently completed her Master of Art

Therapy from La Trobe University exploring felting
and trauma.
Stephanie Lai is a musician and completed a fine arts
degree from VCA Melbourne. She is a trained social
worker and had completed a Graduate Diploma in
Creative Arts Therapy from MIECAT. She has worked
as a group work facilitator at the Royal Children’s
Hospital Community Group Program, and work in
foster care sector and CAMHS.
Both Sally and Stephanie are employed as children’s
counsellors using art, sandplay, puppets, music and
play therapy for children who have experienced
trauma through family violence.

7. An artist’s response to infant death: Long term journey and
creative challenge

Sharon Kelly
Natural Therapies, Mater, Saturday 11.00am-12.30pm
The presentation will relate to the personal
experience of neo-natal death and twin stillbirth that
occurred in Belfast, Northern Ireland in the early
1990’s. It will focus on the artist’s response to these
experiences, presenting images of visual artwork
that span over twenty years. The artist will discuss
background information relating to the particular
social and political situation at that time in Belfast.
The presentation will include examples of artwork
created in the early years following the experiences
exploring the impact of loss and illuminating the
emotional space of its aftermath. Examples from a
body of work titled ‘The Tears of Things’ created
fifteen years after the infant deaths, which explore
the social and emotional impact of the closure and
demolition of a Belfast maternity hospital where the
artist’s son was born and died. This body of work
acknowledged the wealth of experience with which
the hospital was associated, the meaning of ritual
and marked the site as a personal and communal
landmark.

Art Therapy/paper

Sharon Kelly
Sharon gained a BA (Hons) Fine Art and MA Fine Art
from University of Ulster, Belfast, Northern Ireland
1989. She is a visual artist whose work incorporates
drawing, painting, print, sound and video. She has
exhibited widely in Ireland, UK, Poland, canada and
USA. She has been the recipient of numerous awards
in Ireland including The Arts Council of Northern
Ireland and the Elizabeth Greenshield Foundation,
Canada. Kelly’s work has been deeply informed by
the personal experience of infant death and her
through her work she has explored the nature of
human experience and loss on a personal level and
also in wider social context.
She was involved with the UK SANDS (Stillbirth and
Neo Natal Death Society) serving on the National
Committee 1999-2000 and has given numerous
lectures to Midwives at The Queens’ University of
Belfast relating to personal experience of infant
death.

Discussion will include examples from a year-long
site-specific installation / exhibition by the artist
entitled ‘Lifting the Veil’ in The National Maternity
Hospital, Dublin, Ireland.
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8. Interventions in the school art therapy encounter
Jo Kelly
Aventines, Hotel Diana, Saturday 1.30pm-3.00pm
Art therapy is a relatively new profession in Australia
and as a result, an underutilised way of working in
schools. Although research exists for its effectiveness
overseas, there is still little empirical evidence
originating in Australia for its effectiveness. In
addition, there is little research in Australia on the
process of art therapy itself that works with children
as collaborators in the research process.
Many mental health problems begin in adolescence
and until recently, early intervention in children
and young people’s mental health has been underresearched and overlooked, particularly within a
school setting. Early mental health issues that are
not identified or addressed can adversely impact
on a person throughout life. This presentation will
consider a qualitative PhD research investigation
that will be undertaken in a high school and will
reflect how children and young people perceive their
experience of art therapy intervention.
Children and young people attend counselling for a
variety of reasons and bring their own perspectives

Art Therapy/paper/research

on the process. By exploring the experience of
what goes on during the therapeutic encounter
from the perspective of all participants, that is, from
the student themselves, the researcher participant
and also from the perspective of professional art
therapists who work with children and young
people, our knowledge of this way of working and
potential ways of being will contribute towards not
only improving individuals’ mental health but ways
in which professionals can build capacity in their
students.

Jo Kelly AThR
Jo is a qualified teacher, trainer, counsellor and
art therapist undertaking her PhD in the area of
education, art therapy and adolescent mental health.
Currently Jo works in a high school and lectures
on the Ikon Institute’s Diploma in Transpersonal
Art Therapy in Brisbane. She also supervises master
students on the UQ Masters in Mental Health (Art
Therapy) as well as working with children in long
term foster placement through her private practice.

9. Me, myself and I: Strengthening the professional identities
of arts therapists

Toril Pursell and Megan Booth
Arcadia 1, Hotel Diana, Saturday 1.30pm -4.30pm
As an Arts Therapist have you been asked to explain,
justify and defend your practice? What kinds of
examples come to mind when you are called upon
to demonstrate the value and efficacy of your work?
Toril Pursell and Megan Booth have a shared interest
in strengthening the professional identity of Arts
Therapists and capacity-building as we head into the
future.
In this interactive workshop, as co-facilitators
they will:
• Introduce a strength-based approach to
conceptualising one’s professional identitiy through
artmaking
• Encourage participants to identify their own
personal and professional strengths
• Engage the group in critical dialogue and
discussion, then, employ these strategies as a

Art Therapy/paper/workshop

rehearsal tool, preparing therapists for future
encounters with people who are curious about Arts
Therapists and what we do.
• Provide salient examples of ways that Arts
Therapies can be used to empower people,
promote healing, enable exploration and facilitate
growth experiences.
At times Arts Therapists can feel a sense of isolation,
being few and far between. Arts Therapists in
Australasia face not only geographical challenges
but also the challenge of being part of a burgeoning
profession that is still gaining strength. However,
rather than being discouraged by the challenges, it
is important that we work together to explore the
possibilities of what it might mean to be an Arts
Therapist in Australasia today. As Arts Therapists,
we are continually called upon to participate in the
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growth and development of our young profession.
We must find creative ways to engage in critical
dialogue about Arts Therapies, let our collective
voices be heard and give context and credibility to
the valuable work we do. How can we work together
to enable Arts Therapies and Arts therapists in
Australasia bloom and grow?

Toril Pursell AThR
Toril is a registered art therapist based in Sydney,
Australia. She has worked as a case manager in
foster care and as an art therapist in adult mental
health, assisting refugees and at-risk youth. Toril
has developed creative community programs and
was involved in child advocacy and art education
in the United States. She has presented workshops
in Sydney, Perth, Singapore, NZ and Canada. Toril’s
work was published in ANZJAT September 2010.

Megan Booth
Megan is currently completing a Masters in
Art Therapy and is on placement working with
positive art therapy in a school setting, helping
staff, students and communities to cope with the
challenges of everyday life. As the co-founder of
Hollyhox Positive Resources she also creates visual
resources that give people the tools to start positive
conversations. Megan has presented wellbeing and
creativity workshops at conferences in Australia and
overseas, including the International and Coping and
Resilience Conference, 2009, the W.A Arts Therapy
& Beyond Symposium, 2011 and the Second World
Congress on Positive Psychology, 2011.

10. In response to the Victorian 2009 fires: AT with children,
child care staff, private clients and a workshop for women

Susan Begg
Arcadia 2, Hotel Diana, Saturday 1.30pm-3.00pm
This workshop shows the art therapy work that was
done with different groups and individuals over
the past two a half years since the Victorian 2009
bushfires. Some of the images of this presentation
were produced by children in a community art
group setting, two days after the fires. Work was
done with individual children within the first six
months. Two years after the fires, a series of six
workshops were offered to women affected by the
fires. A further six months on, art therapy was again
offered to child care staff as part of their Regional
Conference. As this suggests, the on-going nature of
the grief experienced in the community led to what
continues to be an on-going provision of art therapy.

Art Therapy/paper/workshop

Susan Begg
Susan has worked for many years within different
community settings. Initially she trained as a primary
school teacher, she then completed a Bachelor
of Fine Art and taught in secondary schools and
neighbourhood Living and Learning Centres.
Teaching provided an income which professional
painting and drawing could not. Susan established
an Open Studio program in an Adult Training
Support Program offering person centred art
programs to adults with intellectual disability. During
this time she enrolled at La Trobe University in the
Master of Art Therapy course. She graduated in
2007 and is currently working part time as a Clinical
Medical Art Therapist with Eastern Palliative Care
and in private practice. Susan continues her fine art
practice encouraging emerging artists to reflect on
their art making process.
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11. Tragedy, trauma and transformation: AT and self-care
Ronald Lay
Kevin Cronin, Mater, Saturday 1.30pm-4.30pm
Art therapy plays a significant role in the reparation
of the soul regardless of the trauma experienced. The
skilled art therapist is able to acknowledge trauma,
traumatic events and experiences, the potential for
change, and that one has the capacity for healing
and moving toward an enhanced quality of life
with an improved sense of well-being. Healing is a
complex endeavor further complicated when one
has been involved with criminal activity and when
one has a mental illness. When the art therapist
applies the principles of wellness and recovery,
hope guides the overall process. This presentation
will explore the concepts of trauma and healing
as related to art therapy and will emphasise the
necessity for self-care while engaged in this type
of therapeutic work. Case material and images of
artwork from a forensic mental health population
will be discussed to augment and synthesise the
various elements of this presentation. The interactive
discussion format will include an experiential art
activity.

Art Therapy/paper/workshop

Ronald P.M.H. Lay, MA, ATR-BC
Ron has provided art therapy services to primarily
geriatric individuals at a large forensic mental health
facility in Northern California for the past twelve
years. He developed their internship program,
provides clinical supervision, and continues to
develop his professional repertoire by providing
presentations and workshops at various venues that
have included Canada, the United States, Tanzania,
Singapore, Scotland, New Zealand, and Hungary.
Although he has been acknowledged and awarded
with sustained superior accomplishment awards
from the California State Legislature, it is the smiles,
the gratitude, the transformational changes, and
the relationships with his clients wherein he finds
the greatest rewards and inspiration. He currently
lectures in the MA Art Therapy Programme, Faculty
of the Creative Industries, at LASALLE College of the
Arts in Singapore.

12. The Resiliency Mental Health Week Project 2010
Maggie Wilson and Farah Suleman
Conference Rm 1, Mater, Saturday 1.30pm-3.00pm
The ‘Resiliency’ photographic workshop was a
collaborative project between BRiTA Futures and
Kidz Club (Mater, CYMHS). As resiliency is a
common theme shared between both programmes,
this Mental Health Week idea eventuated. The focus
was on what resiliency means to children and young
people. These are shown in their photographs which
hopefully can be used with other children and young
people.
The Resiliency Photographic Workshop will provide
participants with the opportunity of experiencing
first hand the use of the photograph when working
with newly arrived children and young people. You
will create your own ‘Resiliency Photograph’ and
think of ways to maintain your own resiliency.
You will also receive a copy of the Resiliency CD
which you will be able to use in your work with any
young person who has experienced change.

Art Therapy/photography/workshop

Maggie Wilson
Maggie trained at Goldsmiths London University in
Art Psychotherapy. She has worked for twenty years
as an art therapist. Her private practice interests are
currently cross-cultural Art Therapy group work,
creative debriefing and supervision for mental health
teams and practitioners. She works at the Mater
CYMHS as the KOPMI program co-ordinator Maggie
is an Australian Registered Art Therapist and lecturers
in the Masters of Mental Health Art Therapy Program
at the University of Queensland

Farah Sulman
Farah is currently an Art Therapy student at the
University of Queensland. She has been working
with culturally and linguistically diverse populations
since her employment with Queensland Transcultural
Mental Health Centre since 2008 where she was the
BRiTA Futures (Building Resilience in Transcultural
Australians) co-ordinator.
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13. Sensorimotor aspects of art therapy to facilitate trauma
Cornelia Elbrecht
Natural Therapies, Mater, Saturday 1.30pm-4.30pm
While long-term trauma and stress affect individuals
psychologically, the cause of trauma is always
something that has happened to our body; it
thus needs to be addressed from the therapeutic
perspective as a physiological event.
Art therapy, especially sensorimotor aspects of
art therapy are most suitable to undo the ‘freeze’
response by acting out the ‘fight-flight’ impulse.
This way the dissociated parts can be recalled.
The workshop will introduce drawing exercises that
can support the discharge of the trauma response
held in the body – and how such a response can be
safely facilitated through offering ‘pendulation’.

Art Therapy/workshop/drawing

Cornelia Elbrecht AThR
Cornelia is a registered art therapist with 35 years of
experience. She has published two books, training
DVDs and articles. Her most recent book: Trauma
Healing at the Clay Field, is focussed on a unique
sensorimotor approach to trauma resolution. She
runs Claerwen Retreat, a School for Initiatic Art
Therapy in Apollo Bay, works in private practice
in Melbourne and teaches Initiatic Art Therapy
nationally and internationally.

14. Clay therapy for transforming trauma and empowering

clients who prefer non-verbal mediums of expression
Dr Patricia Sherwood
Research Unit Courtyard, Mater, Saturday 1.30pm-4.30pm
A range of clay sequences designed by Dr Patricia
Sherwood to work with anger, fear, grief and loss,
family of origin, self-parenting, blocked speaking
and guilt that provide an integrated method for
exploring, diagnosing, expressing and transforming
traumatic experience. This modality is particularly
suitable for indigenous clients, men, adolescents
and clients who prefer non-verbal mediums of
expression. These sequences have been used for
working with cross cultural groups of clients in
Malayasia, Singapore, South Africa and Australia.
The workshop has an accompanying book The
Healing Art of Clay Therapy which details these
sequences with photographic steps so that they
can be readily repeated with clients in the
therapeutic setting.

Art Therapy/clay/workshop

Dr Patricia Sherwood
Dr Sherwood is a social worker, counsellor and
psychotherapist and has conducted a clinical
practice for over 20 years. She is Director of Sophia
College and has developed accredited Diplomas
and Advanced Diplomas in Holistic Counselling
incorporating the artistic therapies. She has also
designed a Graduate Certificate in Artistic Therapies.
She has published widely in the field of human
services, mental health and artistic therapies. Book
titles include: Holistic Counselling – A New Vision
for Mental Health, The Healing Art of Clay Therapy,
Emotional Literacy: the Heart of classroom and
Infertility to Fertility. She has developed a workbook
for teachers using the artistic therapies to develop
emotional literacy skills in children.
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15. Book 4 boys: Journalling with junior secondary students

with challenging behaviours
Tabitha Ford

Aventines, Hotel Diana, Saturday 3.00pm-4.30pm
This presentation will document a school-based art
therapy/outdoor education intervention for year
eight and nine boys identified with challenging
behaviours and at risk of school disengagement.
Program design, organisation and evaluation will
be presented and examples of student work will be
discussed.

Art Therapy/paper/clinical

Tabitha Ford AThR
Tabitha is a secondary art teacher and registered
art therapist. With over 15 years of experience in
schools, she currently works as a behaviour support
consultant for Education Queensland working
with teachers, students and parents to improve
the educational experiences of children and
youth with challenging behaviours and at-risk of
disengagement. She is a practicing artist- passionate
about using creative art journaling and she regularly
teaches bookbinding and mixed-media workshops
for self-expression and personal reflection.

16. Symbols of hope for Christchurch: Response to devastation
Marion Gordon-Flower
Arcadia 2, Hotel Diana, Saturday 3.30pm-5.00pm
This presentation will explore the benefits of a
community response through Arts Therapy, which
began during the national state of emergency that
followed the Christchurch earthquake. For the
majority of New Zealanders, our primary encounter
with the devastation caused by the events of 22
February 2011 was through television. At the same
time, in a country the size of New Zealand, most
people were intimately connected through family
and friends residing within the earthquake zone.
We were deeply affected. Britta Knudsen (2003)
suggests that the position of the television viewer
during a crisis situation is “paradoxical: on one
hand safe... on the other powerless”, and one of
“excellent insight... coupled with powerlessness”.
The television viewer “experiences the situation
through witnesses” who serve an “affective” rather
than “cognitive purpose”; that of heightening
the experience of danger present in the situation
through their emotional and bodily responses.
Within a rehabilitation arts therapy facility of the
disability sector in Auckland, there was a prevailing

Art Therapy/paper/workshop

sense of unexpressed grief and helplessness in
response to media viewing. The opportunity to
contribute to a large community artwork as a gift for
Christchurch proved restorative. Individual responses
were collaged to form a powerful new image, which
offered both condolences and fresh hope towards
the future. The artwork became a point of unity,
expression, outreach and connection. This session is
a retrospective of the process and also provides an
opportunity for hands-on experience in the making
of a group artwork.

Marion Gordon-Flower
Marion Gordon-Flower is a registered arts therapist
and secondary art teacher who is experienced in
working with as with brain injury and mental health
clients. She has also provided programmes within a
youth justice and a community context. For the past
two years, she has worked in Auckland for IRIS Ltd,
a rehabilitation provider within the disability sector
where she has been successful in expanding the arts
therapy service.
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Day Two

Sunday 13 November 2011

Aventines
Hotel Diana

Session A
9.00 to 10.30

Arcadia 1
Hotel Diana

17. The journey of

Arcadia 2
Hotel Diana

19. Painting a

an art therapist in
artist clothing: Using
the creative arts as
the starting point for
conversations in the
community

path to wellness:
Correlations
established between
participating in a
creative activity
group and
improved measured
mental health
outcomes for the
population of a
private psychiatric
hospital, 2004-09

Denise Dillon
Bolland
AT/creative arts/
paper

Kevin Cronin
Mater

Conference Rm 1
Mater

Conference Rm 2
Mater

Natural
Therapies

Courtyard
Mater

Key
Modalities

20. The

DT – Drama Therapy

therapist as artist:
An installation
and discussion
exploring the
arts therapist’s
creative response
to a patient’s
transmission of
trauma during the
arts therapy

Liz Caddy

Anna Crooks
and Rosamund
Mortimore

AT/research/clinical
outcomes

AT/installation/
paper

AT – Art Therapy
DMT – Dance/Movement Therapy
MM – Multi-modal

Venues

ANZATA AGM

The ANZATA AGM is being held in the Des O’Callaghan
Lecture Theatre from 9am to 10.30am.
All ANZATA members are encouraged to attend.

Aventines
[ground floor], Hotel Diana
Arcadia 1
[ground floor], Hotel Diana
Arcadia 2
[ground floor], Hotel Diana
Kevin Cronin
Hotel Diana
ground floor, Whitty Building
(WB)
The Mater

10.30 to 11.00

Conference Room 1
HD
second floor, Potter Building (PB)

Morning Tea

in

Pr

11.00 to 12.30

trauma and art:
Finding a new
science

Annette Coulter
AT/paper/clinical/
theory

22. It’s just a

story: Some ways
that children use
the arts in the
face of traumatic
experiences

23. Gravity and
the self

Russya Connor
DT/DMT/ workshop

Geraldine Katz
MM/AT/paper/
workshop

24. First things

first – facts, findings
and feelings from
staff, patients and
facilitators: Starting
an art therapy
pilot group and
service on an adult
oncology and
haematology ward

25. Roads more

travelled, art therapy
in a suitcase
Elizabeth Jane
Miller
Com Arts & MH/
workshop

Conference Room 2
second floor, Potter Building (PB)
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21. Childhood

Session B

26. Case study:

An arts and
narrative approach
to working with a
young man who
has autism, to
address his sexual
offending

Natural Therapies
ground floor, Aubigny Place, near the
library, (AUB)
Kids in Mind Research Unit
Courtyard
second floor, Potter Building, or in
corridor between Whitty and Potter.

Carla van Laar

Des O’Callaghan
Kelly Building (KB)

AT/Narrative/Paper/
Case study

Jane O’Sullivan
AT/paper/case study

Hotel Diana
The Mater

12.30 to 1.30

activities for
creative therapists:
Combining art
therapy and
acceptance and
commitment
therapy (ACT) –
an exploration of
diverse models

28. Children,

trauma and the
creative process
Delwyn Hopkins
and Cath Mackie
AT/Paper/workshop

29. eARThquake
Therapy: Arts
therapy in
quake-rattled
Christchurch

Deborah Green
MM/Paper/
workshop

30.

31.

Written on
my body

Looking after
yourself creatively

Kay Gravell

Tabitha Ford

Art Therapy/ Breast
cancer/paper/
Painting workshop

AT/self-care/
visual journaling
workshop

32. Seeing

her story: An
arts-based auto
ethnographic
doctoral research
project
Carla van Laar
AT/Workshop

Claire Edwards
AT/Mindfulness/
ACT/Paper/
workshop

4.30 to 5.30

Closing Ceremony – Playback Theatre in the Des O’Callaghan Lecture Theatre

33.

Felting and
trauma: Creating a
skin of one’s own

a
az
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ss
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27. Mindful

in

1.30 to 4.00

HD
Pr

Session C1

Lunch

Sally Goldstraw
and Rachel
Hughes
Art Therapy/
Felting workshop/
presentation

Parking
There is street parking and parking
available at Hotel Diana in the Princess
Plaza.

17. The journey of an art therapist in artist clothing:

Using the creative arts as the starting point for conversations
in the community

Denise Dillon Bolland
Aventines, Hotel Diana Sunday 9.00am-10.30am
What started as a project for her Masters degree in
Creative Arts Therapy has developed into a passion
for using art to give a voice to people who aren’t
usually heard. The first art project was conducted on
a weekly basis for one year at the Homeless Men’s
Shelter at South Brisbane. Denise started writing
stories about her experiences in the shelter. At the
same time as a teacher at Southbank Institute of
TAFE she met students who had been homeless but
who had been able to transition from that state to
seeing a positive future. She became curious about
the space in between. Two more projects followed.
In 2009 she published a book Expo ’88 revisited –
a compilation of stories, reports and newspaper
articles relating to homelessness, affordable housing
and community spirit in South Brisbane and West
End 1983-2008. Now ten years later she is a Ph.D
student at Griffith University. Her area of interest is
older indigenous and non-indigenous women (age
45-70) living in the South Brisbane and West End
who are at risk of homelessness, including women
impacted by the January floods. From her experience
of ‘holding a space empty’ she has witnessed the
unfolding of many unexpected outcomes including

Art Therapy/creative arts/paper
rich layers of story telling and hidden meanings from
artwork which will be used as part of her qualitative
research evidence.

Denise Dillon Bolland
Denise is an artist, and art and narrative therapist.
She has worked as a teacher, advocate, and project
coordinator in the areas of aged care, disabilities,
mental health, with the homeless, people with
life threatening illness, foster children, stressed
executives, and students. In 2006, 2007 and 2009.
she received the “most innovative project by an
Individual” award from the AIWCW.
Currently as a PhD student in the School of Social
Work at Griffith University she is researching issues
faced by older homeless indigenous and non
indigenous women. She will use the creative arts to
explore their journey from hopelessness to hope. As
an artist she uses found objects to explore women’s
issues. Her current body of work Breaking up is
hard to do uses car parts (her beloved Ford Capri)
as metaphors to explore the ramifications of life
changing events and how attitude and resilience
dictate the final outcomes.
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19. Painting a path to wellness: Correlations established
between participating in a creative activity group and
improved measured mental health outcomes for the
population of a private psychiatric hospital, 2004-09

Liz Caddy
Arcadia 2, Hotel Diana, Sunday 11.00am-12.00pm
Responding to a call for quantitative outcome
evidence about the therapeutic relationship between
creative activity and mental health, this study
examined the mental health outcomes of inpatients
participating in art and craft based creative therapies
at a private psychiatric hospital over a five year
period. The creative activity group sample (N = 403)
improved from admission to discharge across four
different psychometric measures with moderate
to strong mean effect sizes. Reductions from
pre- to post-treatment in both self-reported and
clinician-rated symptoms are clearly demonstrated
for the creative activity group participant sample.
Research findings establish that participation in
creative activity has potential benefits for people
experiencing mental health problems.

Art Therapy/research/clinical outcomes

Liz Caddy
Liz has a 25 year background in mental health
nursing and counselling, and she has a particular
interest in art and creative therapy. This year Liz
became the first affiliate professional member of
ANZATA. Until recently Liz facilitated a creative
activity group in a private psychiatric hospital in
Perth, Western Australia. Five years of de-identified
patient outcome data from participants of this
creative activity group were utilised in Liz’s research
project Painting a Path to Wellness. A co-written
paper between Liz and a participant of the creative
activity group has been published in the first
narrative therapy e-journal and can be accessed at
www.dulwichcentre.com.au/explorations-2009-1-lizcaddy.pdf
Liz currently works as a credentialed mental health
nurse at the University of Western Australia and as a
lecturer (counselling and mental health) at the West
Coast Institute of Training.

20. The therapist as artist: An installation and discussion

exploring the arts therapist’s creative response to a patient’s
transmission of trauma during the arts therapy

Anna Crooks and Rosamund Mortimore
Kevin Cronin, Mater, Sunday 9-10.30am
Our presentation will focus on the therapist as artist
and include a visual representation of how we as arts
therapists deal with the transmission of trauma that
takes place during the sessions that we facilitate with
people with a mental illness in a psychiatric hospital.
We will discuss this as our way of working with what
we experience from the patients, overtly or covertly,
and what we sometimes witness in their art making.
Each of us facilitate our sessions on our own, and
discovered through supervision that we were (and
are) all using art-making as a way of holding and

Art Therapy/installation/paper
containing the group, as well as ourselves.
We noticed there are some similarities in materials,
although they are used in different ways. Mirroring,
witnessing, and companioning are some of the ways
we work in this open studio approach to art therapy.
The presentation will be include work from all five
creative arts therapists. We have come from varying
backgrounds to our work in a private psychiatric
hospital in Melbourne, Victoria.
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Rosamond Mortimore

Anna Crooks

Rosamund Mortimore is a creative arts therapist
(MCAT-RMIT) and an award-winning visual artist
and children’s book illustrator. She has worked with
children in primary schools affected by the Victorian
‘Black Saturday’ bushfires, and also with young
children experiencing learning and socialisation
difficulties. Roz is currently one of a team of five
creative arts therapists working with psychiatric
inpatients and day program groups at The Victoria
Clinic in Melbourne.

Anna Crooks is a Melbourne-based creative arts
therapist, with a Master in Creative Arts Therapy
from RMIT University, and currently undertaking a
Graduate Certificate in Dance Movement Therapy
at International Dance Therapy Institute of Australia.
Anna works with adults and children with intellectual
disabilities, in aged care and in mental health, where
the arts processes which most interest her are those
using visual arts and dance movement.

21. Childhood trauma and art: Finding a new science
Annette Coulter
Arcadia 1, Hotel Diana 11.00am-12.30pm
The scientific value of therapeutic application of
art has long been understood and appreciated
within the profession. With recent developments in
neuroscience and trauma, over the last ten years, the
field of art therapy is opening to a vista of research
possibilities, some of which are examined in this
presentation. This presentation examines childhood
trauma as an aspect of research to support the field
of art therapy future direction, practice and research.
Consideration is given to the role of family when a
child is traumatised. This presentation includes an
integrative statement about IDT, Interactive Drawing
Therapy and art psychotherapy, when assessing and
treating childhood trauma.

Art Therapy/paper/clinical/theory

Annette Coulter
Annette studied art therapy in the UK and also holds
American registration. She has 35 years professional
practice specialising in child, adolescent and family
work, including child psychotherapy and family and
couple therapy. Her career began at Queensland
College of Art, and she worked in residential and
outpatient child psychiatry in Britain and Australia.
She has lectured in art therapy both in Australia
and overseas and worked in a wide variety of
clinical settings, including special schools, mental
health, community welfare, intellectual disability
and correctional services. Currently, she is clinical
coordinator for Relationships Australia and offers
supervision and consultation. She is a published
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22. It’s just a story: Some ways that children use the arts in
the face of traumatic experiences

Geraldine Katz
Arcadia 2, Hotel Diana, 11.00am-12.30pm

Multi-modal/Art Therapy/paper/workshop

The stories children tell suggest that trauma comes
to them in many guises; it may be sudden and
unexpected, like the Black Saturday Bushfires; it
may be as the unending noise of family strife or
community violence, or the ongoing struggles
against a school yard bully. Whatever the traumatic
event, it does seems that children are able to
find solace and a renewed sense of self through
engagement in and with the arts. The focus of my
therapeutic arts is with children in primary and
secondary schools. Here, the children have shown
me how effectively the arts can provide a shield,
an escape and a refuge in the face of traumatic
events, as well as offering some useful tools that
help to mitigate post-trauma fears and anxieties.
The children’s responses to arts-based experiences
confirm for me that the arts make it possible, in
one’s own time, to speak the unspeakable. This
presentation offers stories of my arts therapy
experiences with school-age children, discussing
various arts approaches and the children’s responses
to them. My stories also include reflections of what
I have learned through doing this work; how the
children have taught me to contemplate broad
definitions of trauma and what it means to recover

from it. I invite participants to share their own
experiences of working with young people. Thus to
broaden understandings of children’s experiences
and expressions of trauma, to expand our repetoire
of arts therapy approaches with children and,
ultimately, to enhance our therapeutic relationdhips
with our young clients.

Geraldine Katz
The art forms that I am most drawn to are storytelling, drama, drawing and animated films. I came
to the field of creative arts therapy from a nursing
and psychotherapy background, and now hold
a firm commitment to art as therapy. From 1996
to 2007, I was the coordinator of the Master of
Creative Arts Therapy program at RMIT University in
Melbourne. For the past three years, I have provided
supportive arts experiences to children from diverse
backgrounds – including Aboriginal children – and
of both primary and secondary school ages, in
Melbourne and surrounds. As well as my ‘hands-on’
work with children, I am privileged to supervise,
mentor, and learn from, a number of creative arts
therapists. I am currently a PhD candidate in the
School of Education at RMIT University.

23. Gravity and the self
Russya Connor
Kevin Cronin, Mater, Sunday 11.00am-12.30pm
This experiential workshop explores the human
relation to gravity.
The physical experience to combat the forces of
gravity acting upon the body and the awareness of
emotional connections can create an understanding
of who we are. We are always moving, shifting, and
balancing opposing forces sometimes consciously,
sometimes unconsciously, in relation to gravity.
Knowledge of this relationship enables an individual
to be expressive.
To know, in and through the body, is an embodied
knowledge.

Drama therapy/
Dance Movement Therapy/workshop
The awareness of physical relationship can be a
powerful support and a source of regeneration and
increased well being.
Sensing the space around and discerning the
physical position and actions relative to the field
of gravity, allows a person to put the whole body
weight behind actions, and provides strength to
persist with intention. This can be strong base for
action.
This practical workshop explores the body and its
partnership to gravity, our inner images and our
outer expressivity, and emotional connections in and
through the language.
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Russya Connor AThR
Russya is an actor, dancer, lecturer of contemporary
arts and drama therapist. After working the last for
four years as an art and drama therapist in the drug

and alcohol sector and with individuals who have
mother-child attachment issues, she is currently
this process of completing her PhD at ECU, while
maintaining her private practice.

24. First things first – facts, findings and feelings from staff,

patients and facilitators: Starting an art therapy pilot group
and service on an adult oncology and haematology ward
Jane O’Sullivan
Conference Rm 1, Mater, Sunday 11.00am-12.30pm
• This presentation will describe the journey of the
staff and clients of the pilot art therapy group on
the oncology and haematology ward in the Mater
Private Hospital South Brisbane.
• The process of recruiting group members and staff
is explained.
• The challenges and highlights of running the
group in this setting are outlined.
• The reflections both of group facilitators and group
members are discussed, alongside the evaluation
documentation.

Art Therapy/paper/case study

Jane O’Sullivan
Jane graduated from Lesley College in USA in 1991.
Jane worked in child and youth mental health at
what was formerly known as the Mater Children’s
Hospital for twelve years. She has worked with the
UQ Masters in Mental Health art therapy course
since its inception in 2004 and while lecturing has
worked on a contract basis with various population
groups as an art therapist. These groups have
included mothers living with mental illness, children
from a refugee background, adults experiencing
homelessness and most recently adults receiving
treatment on the oncology and haematology ward.

25. Roads more travelled, art therapy in a suitcase
Elizabeth Jane Miller
Conference Rm 2, Mater, Sunday 11.00am-12.30pm
The workshop will start with a group artwork
exercise that I use with my clients. The presentation
revolves around my work with a non-clinical NGO as
a community arts worker and trainee art therapist on
a work based placement covering areas of inner and
Western Sydney and rural areas of NSW. The clients
all suffer from complex mental health problems and
through an initiative from the CEO of the NGO,
I have been employed to develop and roll out an
ongoing arts programme to clients and staff within a
recovery-based model of care. This is a programme
that is hugely beneficial to the clients in discovering
aspects of their ‘artistic self’, and also a journey
towards recovery is possible through art.

Com Arts & MH/workshop

Elizabeth Jane Miller
Jane has a Bachelor of Fine Arts, Graduate Certificate
in Expressive Therapies and is in her last semester of
Master of Art Therapy, all from UWS. She has worked
in a voluntary capacity with teenagers with mild
intellectual disabilities to develop work and social
skills. She has also worked as an arts volunteer over
two years with participants with complex mental
health issues in the community.
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26. Case study: An arts and narrative approach to working
with a young man who has autism, to address his sexual
offending

Carla van Laar
Natural Therapies, Mater, 11.00am-12.30pm
Victorian Children’s Court Magistrates often mandate
therapy for young men who have been found guilty
of sexual offences. Youth Justice Case Managers
supervise clients to ensure compliance with court
orders, including attendance at offence specific
therapy. Clients can be referred to funded programs
and practitioners operating under Medicare for
‘treatment’. However, every now and then a client
presents with complex needs that cannot be met by
existing programs or the usual private practitioners.
Carla will present a case example of working with
a young man who is diagnosed as being on the
Autism spectrum, illiterate and mandated to engage
in therapeutic treatment. She draws on her ten years
experience working in the field of sexual abuse with
victim/survivors and perpetrators, and facilitating
educational, arts and therapeutic programs for
people with disabilities. Most importantly, this
presentation paints a picture of commitment to arts
based and narrative approaches in working with
the aim of helping this young man build resilience
against reoffending.
The presentation includes reference to relevant
theory and approaches, and images representing the

Art Therapy/Narrative/paper/case study
use of arts and narrative to create visual therapeutic
documents that become a record of changing
knowledge, attitudes and beliefs.

Carla van Laar MCAT
Carla is a painter and Creative Arts Therapist with
ten years clinical experience that builds on her
previous ten years of working in community arts.
She has worked in full time clinical and management
positions in youth justice, hospital and adolescent
mental health settings, and also contract work in
educational, psychosocial rehabilitation, sexual abuse
counselling and community arts environments. Carla
is currently completing Arts based Doctoral research
into sharing women’s stories through the arts at
MIECAT. Having recently established an independent
arts therapy studio, ‘aHa Studio’ in Brunswick,
Melbourne, Carla currently teaches at Phoenix
Institute and MIECAT and has a private practice
providing therapeutic services for young people
with complex needs and clients seeking personal
development and well-being through the arts. She
considers herself very blessed to be engaged every
day in work that is meaningful, useful and that she
loves.

27. Mindful activities for creative therapists: Combining art
therapy and acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) –
an exploration of diverse models

Claire Edwards
Aventines, Hotel Diana, Sunday 1.30pm-4.00pm
Claire will present an overview of ACT, which is a
derivative of CBT, and will explain how it can be
utilised alongside Art Therapy to assist traumatised
clients to ‘Be present, open up and do what matters’.
Psychotherapy, including the expressive therapies, is
largely concerned with the relief of human suffering.
ACT is a comprehensive experiential approach to
reducing this suffering. ACT combines mindfulness

Art Therapy/Mindfulness/ACT/
paper/workshop
techniques, values identification, defusion of difficult
thoughts and acceptance of emotions, and places a
high importance on client engagement, experiential
learning and committed action.I am very excited
about this approach which has emerged from the
behavioural science tradition, the opposite side
of the therapeutic world to expressive therapies.
Despite the origins of ACT I will show how it is
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very compatible with the arts therapies. After her
presentation, Claire will facilitate art and other
expressive activities which can be used to engage
clients in this process.

Claire Edwards
Claire gained a BA (Hons) in English and Art History
at the University of Essex (1980) before she qualified
as an art therapist at Goldsmiths College, University
of London (1984). Claire has a research Masters
(Hons) in Art Therapy from UWS (2005). She has

extensive experience working in child and adult
mental health, alcohol and drug rehabilitation, and
child safety, as well as in private practice, supervision
and facilitating training workshops. Claire is the
Field Coordinator of the Master of Mental Health
(Art Therapy) at UQ, and she also works part time
as an art therapist at Silky Oaks Children’s Haven in
Brisbane’s Bayside area, with children and young
people who have experienced trauma.

28. Children, trauma and the creative process
Delwyn Hopkins and Cath Mackie
Arcadia 1, Hotel Diana, Sunday 1.30pm-4.00pm
Cath and Delwyn’s work focuses entirely on children
who have experienced trauma. Given this they
would like to run a workshop that focuses on the
way they work (their practise), why they work the
way they do (the theory) and how they work (their
‘way’). Participants will gain an understanding of
children’s experience of trauma, with a focus on
family violence and homelessness. The facilitators
will also discuss themes emerging from their practice
experience. The workshop will offer some insight
into Cath and Delwyn’s infant-led and arts-based
practise approach. Families come with complex
issues – Cath and Delwyn work with mothers in
a way that supports what is there rather than
what is not. In their work with children they offer
freedom, space and support so that children may
process their own experiences in a way that is
relevant to them. Cath and Delwyn will discuss the
theoretical underpinnings of their approach. The
materials offered are a crucial aspect of their practise
and workshop participants will have a hands on
experience of this.

Creative Arts Therapy/paper/workshop

Cath Mackie and Delwyn Hopkins
Both Cath and Delwyn completed their Masters of
Creative Arts Therapy at RMIT in 2005 and have
been practising in Central Victoria for the last six
years. Through the Play Connect program they
conduct group and individual work with women
and children under five who have experienced
family violence or homelessness. In their private
practices they work with infants, children and the
mother child dyad. Their work is informed by the
field of infant mental health and is influenced by
an appreciation of the effect that trauma has on
childhood development. Their approach is arts-based
and infant-led.
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29. eARThquake Therapy: Arts therapy in quake-rattled

Christchurch
Deborah Green

Arcadia 2, Hotel Diana, Sunday 1.30pm-4.00pm
The first section of my workshop will involve
discursive input exploring:
• The Christchurch quakes and the resulting trauma
from the inside – I live in Lyttelton and have been
in Christchurch for each of the larger quake;
• The eARThquake therapy initiative’s origins and
activities including heart therapy, my favourite
place school workshops, the postcard project, the
quake drama project, and individual one-on-one
arts therapy;
• Some key aspects of the underpinning theories
including Focusing-Orientated Art Therapy,
Mindfulness and Psychological Resilience.
The second section will involve a practical experience
of the ever-evolving arts for trauma therapy as being
practised in Christchurch.

Multi-modal/paper/workshop

Deborah Green
I have recently completed my Arts Therapy Clinical
studies through the Whitecliffe College of Arts
and Design. This qualification builds upon my
background in South Africa as a drama lecturer,
drama-in-education practitioner, HIV/AIDS educator
and counsellor, adult education lecturer, and
tertiary education course and materials developer.
I have postgraduate qualifications in drama and
social science research, and masters degrees in
adult education and arts therapy. Following the
Christchurch 6.3 magnitude quake in February, I
offered arts therapy sessions to the schools in the
Bay area and have been running both in-school arts
therapy processes and seeing individual adult and
child clients since.

30. Written on my body
Kay Gravell
Kevin Cronin, Mater, Sunday 1.30pm-4.00pm
Written on the body is a secret code only visible in
certain lights: the accumulations of a lifetime gather
there. In places the palimpsest is so heavily worked that
the letters feel like Braille. I like to keep my body rolled
up away from prying eyes, never unfold too much, or
tell the whole story. – Jeanette Winterson
In this workshop I will describe my method of
discovering and interpreting the ‘writing on my
body’ in making meaning of my diagnosis of
breast cancer and consequent surgery. A movie
will illustrate my own process. The workshop will
give participants an experiential activity to access
stories held in their bodies. Scars, wrinkles and lines
can be read as ‘writing on our body’ and used as
access points to inquire into our own life stories.
The participants will be invited to locate the stories
held in their body through a creative representation.
Participants will work in dyads through a guided
process to explore the meaning that can be found
in the body before finishing with a whole group
discussion.

Art Therapy/Breast cancer/paper/
painting workshop

Kay Gravell
I am a qualified social worker and creative arts
therapist; I have completed a Graduate Diploma and
Masters in Experiential and Creative Arts Therapy
through MIECAT. I have worked as a social worker
utilising the creative arts for over 30 years in public
welfare, community health and in the drug and
alcohol sector. I now work as Executive Director,
and teach, at MIECAT. Midway through my Masters
I was diagnosed with breast cancer. Using creative
arts processes helped me make meaning from this
traumatic experience. I am currently enrolled in
the Doctorate at MIECAT; my topic is ‘My lived
experience of my body following a mastectomy’.
I developed, and participated in, a series of
workshops using creative arts for women who have
had a mastectomy. I am planning to facilitate further
workshops for women who have had a mastectomy;
to provide a space to explore the experience of our
changed bodies and to assist in decision-making
around breast reconstruction.
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31. Looking after yourself creatively
Tabitha Ford
Conference Rm 1, Mater Sunday 1.30-4.00Art Therapy/self-care/visual journaling workshop
This workshop will introduce the participants to
the use of a creative art journal for self-care, selfexpression and personal reflection. Creative art
journaling combines words and images to explore
issues and life experiences and can be a valuable
tool to use in personal counselling and professional
supervision.
In this workshop, participants will create a mixed
media artwork combining words and images to
explore their own personal life journey.

Tabitha Ford
Tabitha Ford is a secondary art teacher and
registered art therapist. With over 15 years of
experience in schools, she currently works as
a behaviour support consultant for Education
Queensland working with teachers, students and
parents to improve the educational experiences of
children and youth with challenging behaviours and
at-risk of disengagement. She is a practicing artistpassionate about using creative art journaling and
she regularly teaches bookbinding and mixed-media
workshops for self-expression and personal reflection.

32. Seeing her story: An arts-based auto ethnographic

doctoral research project
Carla van Laar

Conference Rm 2, Mater, Sunday 1.30pm-4.00pm
Seeing Her Story is the story of a six year arts-based
research journey.
I present, through images and story telling:
• trials and tribulations of whoring to paradigms
• peaks and troughs as a heretic to methodology
• moments of enlightenment and doubt embracing
arts practice as my muse
• insights and illuminations hearing the voices of
pigment, shape, gesture and form
• battles and unions in the mortal dance with theory
• companions on the roads of intuition and
improvisation
• close encounters with the mother of invention
• and the challenges, joys and learning of engaging
with the women who become the research
participants as they respond to my images through
art, song, play and narrative and allow me to paint
their portraits as we experiment with the process of
sharing our stories and co-creating ourselves, each
other, our contexts and our lives.
The findings include rich experiential learning of
art as ‘the thing itself’, a ‘way of knowing’ and
as the subject, the method and the expression of
the research. Workshop participants will have the
opportunity to engage in intersubjective arts based
responding to the images and stories of the research,
joining the ever expanding circle of sharing stories
through art.

Art Therapy/workshop

Carla van Laar MCAT
Carla is a painter and Creative Arts Therapist with
ten years clinical experience that builds on her
previous ten years of working in community arts.
She has worked in full time clinical and management
positions in youth justice, hospital and adolescent
mental health settings, and also contract work in
educational, psychosocial rehabilitation, sexual abuse
counselling and community arts environments. Carla
is currently completing Arts based Doctoral research
into sharing women’s stories through the arts at
MIECAT. Having recently established an independent
arts therapy studio, ‘aHa Studio’ in Brunswick,
Melbourne, Carla currently teaches at Phoenix
Institute and MIECAT and has a private practice
providing therapeutic services for young people
with complex needs and clients seeking personal
development and well-being through the arts.
She considers herself very blessed to be engaged
every day in work that is meaningful, useful and
that she loves.
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33. Felting and trauma: Creating a skin of one’s own
Sally Goldstraw and Rachel Hughes
Research Unit Courtyard, Mater, Sunday 1.30-4.00Art Therapy/felting workshop/presentation
Sally Goldstraw has recently completed an arts-based
heuristic research project as part of her Masters of
Arts Therapy from La Trobe University. This final
project explored the nature and history of felting,
its skin-like features and its use in trauma and grief.
Rachel Hughes, in facilitating felting workshops in
community arts and mental health settings, has
observed how positively people respond to the
process and finished product of felting.
The first part of the workshop will present an
overview of the history of felt as an art form,
its current use in arts therapy, therapeutic
characteristics, and the relationship between the
Expressive Therapies Continuum, felting and trauma/
grief work. We will briefly explore the issue HylandMoon raises; that fibre arts are not well represented
or researched within arts therapy. Given the
prevalence of fleece in Australia and New Zealand
it is remarkable this medium has not been more
widely utilised and researched.
The second part will involve an experiential
workshop in which participants will learn the
colourful and therapeutic process of ‘wet’ felting
and explore its essential characteristics. We will pay
particular attention to ways felting can be used in
trauma and grief therapy. There will be time to share
reflections, insights and explore ideas for applications
with potential client groups.

Sally Goldstraw
Sally has worked as a community development
worker, employing art as means of creating change
in rural communities, for both State and Local
Government. She has recently completed her Master
of Art Therapy, La Trobe University, with a heuristic
final project exploring felting, skin and trauma.
Sally is currently a children’s counsellor for Women’s
Health West in Footscray, Melbourne, and utilises art
therapy for children who have experienced trauma
through family violence.

Rachel Hughes
Rachel is also a recent graduate of La Trobe
University’s Master of Art Therapy, is an artist
and experienced art workshop facilitator. She has
initiated, designed and run many workshops aimed
at fostering and enhancing creativity. Rachel has
been the recipient of community development
grants for art workshops as well as winning awards
for her personal art work. Rachel has conducted
many ‘wet felting’ workshops in both community
arts and mental health settings.

Participants will learn how to create a piece of felt;
what supplies are needed; information about other
forms of felting; where to purchase supplies; and
take home a completed piece of felt.
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Maps of the Venues
Mater Hospital

Hotel Diana
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Legend
The Rivers to Recovery Conference venues are marked in
green. Each room will be clearly signposted and marked
in both the Mater and Hotel Diana.
Conference Rooms:
Aventines – ground floor, Hotel Diana
Arcadia 1 – ground floor, Hotel Diana
Arcadia 2 – ground floor, Hotel Diana
Kevin Cronin – ground floor, Whitty Building (WB)
Conference Room 1 – second floor, Potter Building (PB)
Conference Room 2 – second floor, Potter Building (PB)
Natural Therapies – ground floor, Aubigny Place, near
the library, (AUB)
Kids in Mind Research Unit Courtyard – second floor,
Potter Building, or in corridor between Whitty and Potter.
Des O’Callaghan – Kelly Building (KB)
There is street parking and parking at Hotel Diana
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registration

– by mail

Note: We are working on our online booking service through the ANZATA website – www.anzata.org and are
planning to have this operating by mid-September. Members will be notified when this service is operational.
We are encouraging conference participants to book using this service. However, if you would prefer to complete
your registration process by mail, you can complete the forms below. Please note that you should allow three weeks
processing time for registrations by mail and as such you may miss out on some of your nominated choices. Please
also note that there will be very limited options for ‘on the day’ registrations.

Contact Details
Name
Address
Tel		

Mob

Email

ANZATA Membership

Prices
		

Masterclass
1 day
All prices are in Australian Dollars
				

2 days

2 days

(Full price)

(Earlybird price)*

Non-members

$200

$175

$325

$300

ANZATA members

$175

$150

$275

$250

Concession

$150

$125

$225

$200

see above

free

$150

$125

$150

free

free

free

Presenters (presentation day free)
ANZATA committee members

* Early Bird Rate by 30 September 2011 (note that if you chose to register online the early bird rate will apply until 16 October 2011)

Workshop Selection
This Conference will have limited spaces for participants. Please fill out the ‘Workshop Selection’ page (p.31)

Food and Drink
Lunch and morning and afternoon tea is provided. Please specify your preferences:
none

vegetarian

gluten free

lactose free

Attendance at AGM
Are you attending the ANZATA AGM?

yes

no

Payment details
Total Amount Paid: $

Cheque

Money Order

Direct Deposit

Date
Payment can be made by the following methods:
1. In Australia – Internet Banking/ Direct Deposit to:
Westpac Australia; Account Name: ANZATA; BSB: 033 082; Account Number: 173 845*
In New Zealand – Internet Banking/ Direct Deposit to:
Westpac New Zealand; Account Name: ANZATA; Account Number: 03 0195 0608090 00*
* Please put your name in the identifier/reference space and identify your payment as ‘conference’, then email a confirmation to
admin@anzata.org. (Note: If you do not put your name as a reference then it may be impossible to confirm your payment.)
Please also email or post this form.

2. By cheque/money order made out to ANZATA and mailed to:
ANZATA Administration, PO Box 303 Glebe, NSW 2037, Australia
For further information, visit our website www.anzata.org
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Workshop selection
Please indicate your workshop preferences for session by ticking the boxes next to the workshops.

Masterclasses
9.30-4.30

Friday 11 November

1. D evelopmental transformations: Embodied encounters in the playspace,
David Read Johnson

2. Art therapy approaches to trauma healing, Cornelia Elbrecht
3. C reative behaviour: Combining art therapy and acceptance and
commitment therapy, Claire Edwards

Day One
Session A
9.00-10.30
Session B
11.00-12.30

Saturday 12 November

Keynote

David Read Johnson

1. Creating safe places at safe shelters, Michelle Atlas
2. A chance to try again: The art therapist as a bridge, Lody Levy
3. T he use of therapeutic ceremonies in the treatment of
women with PTSD, Hadar Lubin

4. Striving for balance, Yvonne Sherring and Susan Begg
5. The ground beneath our feet, Annetta Luspinner
6. D esigning and running a therapeutic creative arts group for children who have
experienced trauma through family violence, Sally Goldstraw and Stephanie Lai

7. An artist’s response to infant death, Sharon Kelly
Session C1
1.30-4.00

9. M
 e, myself and I: Strengthening the professional identities of arts therapists,
Toril Pursell and Megan Booth

11. Tragedy, trauma and transformation, Ronald Lay
13. Sensorimotor aspects of art therapy to facilitate trauma, Cornelia Elbrecht
14. Clay therapy for transforming trauma and empowering clients, Patricia Sherwood
Session C2
1.30-3.00

8. Interventions in the school art therapy encounter, Jo Kelly
10. In response to the Victorian 2009 fires, Susan Begg
12. The Resiliency Mental Health Week Project, Maggie Wilson and Farah Suleman

Session C3
3.00-4.30

15. Book 4 boys, Tabitha Ford
16. Symbols of hope for Christchurch, Marion Gordon-Flower
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Workshop selection

continued

Please indicate your workshop preferences for session by ticking the boxes next to the workshops.

Day Two
Session A
9.00-10.30

Sunday 13 November

AGM ANZATA AGM
17. The journey of an art therapist in artist clothing, Denise Dillon Bolland
18. Understanding risk when using art, June Hintz and Jannah Hintz
19. Painting a path to wellness, Liz Caddy
20. The therapist as artist, Anna Crooks and up to four others

Session B
11.00-12.30

21. Childhood trauma and art, Annette Coulter
22. It’s just a story, Geraldine Katz
23. Gravity and the self, Russya Connor
24. F irst things first – facts, findings and feelings from staff, patients
and facilitators, Jane O’Sullivan

25. Roads more travelled, art therapy in a suitcase, Elizabeth Jane Miller
26. A n arts and narrative approach to working with a young man who
has autism, to address his sexual offending, Carla van Laar

Session C1
1.30-4.00

27. Mindful activities for creative therapists, Claire Edwards
28. Children, trauma and the creative process, Delwyn Hopkins and Cath Mackie
29. eARThquake Therapy, Deborah Green
30. Written on my body, Kay Gravell
31. Looking after yourself creatively, Tabitha Ford
32. Seeing her story, Carla van Laar
33. Felting and trauma, Sally Goldstraw and Rachel Hughes
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Post-Conference Workshop

Monday 14 and Tuesday 15 November 2011

Parent Trail One Training
Trish Landsberger and Maggie Wilson
Kyabra Community Association, 9.30am to 4.30pm
The inaugural Parent Trail One Group Training. The workshop is a creative arts training workshop for
clinicians working with Parents Living with Mental Illness.
Parent Trail One is a ten week program. Using the creative arts as a base for collaborative group work
with parents who wish to improve their relationship with their children and understand how their
mental health issues impact on their families.
The two day training will cover how to deliver a group that:
• Facilitates the hearing and sharing group member’s stories of parenting,
• Uses art, creative writing music and discussion when working with this group of parents,
• Explores parenting pictures through the use imagery and movement,
• Uses three-dimensional art to further think about the provision of safety for both parents, children,
• Assists group members to debunk some of the myths that surround mental health diagnosis,
• Provides opportunities to be creative, to have fun and relax.
Trish and Maggie will use the metaphor of a bush walk to highlight the stresses, unexpected events
and fulfilment involved in parenting when a family member lives with mental health concerns.
Participants will be encouraged to participate in several of the interactive experiential group work
sessions. The didactic presentations look at, interagency culture and collaboration, the engagement
and interview skills of PWMI, why the Parent Trail uses art and metaphor, evaluation and follow up.
At the conclusion of the two day training participants will be equipped with enough experience and
confidence to facilitate their own Parent Trail group.
Each participant will receive his or her own Parent Trail Group instruction manual.

Trish Landsberger
Trish is employed by Kyabra Community Association, as Manger of an Early Intervention Team. In
this role Trish connects local families who experience marginalisation for all sorts of reasons, mental
health issues being one. Trish started her working life as a primary/infant teacher and more recently
moved into the early years education. Over the last six years Trish has trained as an Experiential
and Creative Arts Therapist and has recently completed a Masters in Gestalt Therapy. Trish started
working collaboratively with Maggie several years ago when they co-created The Parent Trial.
Maggie Wilson
Maggie trained at Goldsmiths London University in Art Psychotherapy. She has worked for twenty
years as an art therapist. Her private practice interests are currently cross-cultural Art Therapy group
work, creative debriefing and supervision for mental health teams and practitioners. She works at the
Mater CYMHS as the KOPMI program co-ordinator Maggie is an Australian Registered Art Therapist
and lecturers in the Masters of Mental Health Art Therapy Program at the University of Queensland.
To Book this Post-Conference Workshop
Please contact Katrina.Hegarty@mater.org.au.
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